ACROSS AFRICA IN A LANCIA

CONQUERING
THE HEART OF DARKNESS

ON FOUR WHEELS

Last year’s September issue featured Cape Town-based Lancia specialist Felix Furtak’s 40-year relationship
with the Lancia brand and a Beta coupé, a car that was crashed, rolled and chopped to make a convertible
before it was driven across Africa as part of a bet. That was 25 years ago… before the age of the internet, cell
phones or GPS, which made the 15 000km journey a remarkable achievement, as Graeme Hurst discovers.

A

s the Dark Continent, Africa’s
dished up some unique
travelling experiences over
the last 20 0 ye ars. O nly
the proliferation of today’s
communication and satellite technology
a rg u a b l y n ow m a ke s e ac h c ro s s i n g
increasingly less unique.
But, rewind just 25 years and a trans-
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continental blast was indeed a singular
experience. One that, in the mind of Felix
Fur tak, echoed the opinion of Joseph
Conrad, author of the book The Heart of
Darkness, following his travels in the Congo
back in the late 1800s.
That’s certainly the philosophical position
he took on several occasions when the
going got tough during his drive from
Germany to Cape Town back in 1991/2: “To
be alone in the jungle, with hardly any cash,
in a 16-year-old Italian car with a reputation
for poor reliability and a broken clutch – but
an unrivalled power-to-weight ratio on the
continent – often 1000km away from the
nearest phone and with Freddie Mercury on
the sound system while the African sun boils
down on your head… that was a truly unique
experience.”
And it was also decidedly risky to his
health if things went wrong. Like when
blasting 700km across the Sahara: “There
was no road, just thousands of tracks

running in the general direction and a
large barrel as a marker every two or three
kilometres… if you missed the marker and
got lost you died,” recalls 54-year-old Felix,
who originally only set out to cross the
famous desert following a bet with some
mates. The same mates who were already
amused that he’d resurrected his crashed
Lancia after it was written off, repaired and
driven (without a roof) some 1200km from
England to Germany in the depths of winter.
For those who missed our September
issue, the Lancia in question is a 1975 Beta
coupé, a 1.8-litre twin-overhead cam sports
car that Felix’s father bought for his wife
when it was a year old. That was back in
Stegen in his native Germany. And, despite
being too young to drive it, Felix (who was 12
years old at the time) fell for the car in a big
way. So much so, he secretly bought it back
after it was sold years later.
That led to serious family friction (that
remains today!) but it also kicked off a life-long

love affair with the Italian brand during which
the Beta coupé has travelled a rocky road in
more ways than one: “Many years after my
father bought it I was studying in England
and had the car with me but while towing it
for some repairs it fell off a trailer. I was very
upset as it was totally ﬂat,” recalls Felix who
wanted to ﬁx it, much to the amusement of
the owner of the scrap yard where the car
ended up. “He said: ‘Son you will never ever
drive the car again’. Now somebody must
never say never to me!” adds Felix who
bought the wreckage back from the insurers.
“I used a big hammer to knock it straight –
before driving it from Cardiff to Salford (some
600km away) at night.”
The young German – who was studying
engineering at the time – then locked himself
in a garage for 12 days and welded it back
together. The only snag was he couldn’t
get all the bits he needed, most notably a
roof panel. “That was a problem so I had to
take a strategic decision to rebuild it without

the roof and out of that a complete new car
design was born!” That was in 1991. Fast
forward a few months and Felix and the
Beta were back in Germany where, on one
evening out, his mates goaded him.
“‘Felix, you and your old scrap car, you
will never get anywhere’. And then I said to
the guy, ‘I bet you I can get the thing through
the Sahara before Christmas.’” Things got
serious when a mate put 500 DM on the
table. “That was in October – rather short
notice as the car wasn’t licensed as it was
on trade plates and had been changed
structurally.” Felix got that seen to by
submitting some engineering drawings to
prove that the Beta was
safe before roping a student
friend, Robert, from England
in to join him. With the car
sorted – and a carnet du
passage in hand, not to
mention passports boasting
the necessary visas – the

pair headed off in the Beta – which already
had 167 000km on the clock – over the Alps
for Genoa on December 14th.
From there they took a boat to Tunisia
and drove on to Algeria, across the Trans
Sahara Highway – a challenging route but
one that was at least mostly on tarmac –
to Tamanrasset. That was where things
started to get interesting, as the road ended.
Ahead lay Niger and nearly 500km of sand.
Undeterred, the pair made plans to tackle
it but didn’t get much support from fellow
travellers: “We faced very harsh criticism
for our choice of transport. They were all
in big four-wheel drives and they said: ‘You

The young German – who was
studying engineering at the time –
then locked himself in a garage for
12 days and welded it back together
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made it here now be happy about that and
go home!’”
Felix and Rob were frustrated until they
bumped into some German travellers with a
diesel VW Passat who were clearly worse off:
their car had a leaking head gasket; hardly
the ﬁrst choice for crossing the world’s most
arid region. Especially since it was loaded to
the gunnels with household ﬁttings including
a toilet, which they were transporting. But the
Passat guys had one attraction: “They had
cooking equipment but no tools. For us it was
the other way around.”
But before leaving, Felix had a sump guard
fabricated by a back street ironmonger and
the ride height raised by inserting some
wooden spacers between the body and the
top of the shock turrets. “The guy who made
them was a music teacher from Sudan.” He

was a taste of the many characters with
fascinating backgrounds that Felix would
meet on his journey. The rather motley
sight (an overloaded Passat and cut-down
Lancia) then headed off on the 21st. “We had
nine days to go and 470km so we were quite
safe with the bet,” adds Felix.
Unsurprisingly the going was very tough,
with the Passat proving thirsty water
wise and the Lancia experiencing clutch
problems. “Sand got into the bell housing
and baked onto the clutch plate which then
got stuck to the pressure plate.” With a strip
down being a six-hour job and pointless
(as it would just happen again) Felix simply
resorted to push starts to get going, although
that made stops to attend to the Passat –
which often got stuck in the sand – tricky.
“They would all push the Beta and then I
would drive around in circles
waiting for the Passat to
get going!”
Felix also had to perfect
his driving technique in the
desert. “The trick is to be
fast enough to not get stuck

The trick is to be fast enough to
not get stuck in the sand but slow
enough so that the rock that hits you
doesn’t cut your sump!
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in the sand but slow enough so that the
rock that hits you doesn’t cut your sump!”
And there were plenty of wrecks about as
testimony to the worst that can happen,
while the sheer scale of the landscape was
thought provoking. “Being in the desert is a
very deep, spiritual experience during which
you see your own size.”
Still there were plenty of people about on
occasion, some of whom were amusing:
“There was an old guy who was a real pro at
driving cars through the Sahara but would
only drive a Mercedes. He had no tools or
parts, just a camping chair, so he could
wait and watch the others when they broke
down,” recalls Felix. The landscape also
provided amusement on occasion: “The
border between Niger and Nigeria is a funny
thing as there is no border, but in the middle
of the desert there are three huts: one for the
Niger ofﬁcial, one for the guy from Nigeria
and the third as a shebeen. And you must
ﬁnd them to get your passport stamped.”
Once in Nigeria, Felix was able to ﬁx the
clutch. “There was a Fiat agent in Kanu and
I could get a new clutch which is common

A helper holding the wooden spacers
used to increase ride height.

with a Lancia.” With the bet over and won, his
co-driver ﬂew back to the UK but Felix didn’t
fancy reversing his route. “I thought, well the
car is still driving and the clutch is ok so let’s
go forward”, adds Felix who recalls being
shocked by the cars coming the opposite
way out of the Congo. “The vehicles were
all beaten up and the people were totally
ﬁnished.” But Felix was encouraged when
the same travellers admitted that it was
possible in principle.
Now alone, Felix’s route took him east
into the north of Cameroon, where he was
amused to ﬁnd former colonial inﬂuences:
“In the former French colonies there were
signs of culture and cafés but in the British
colonies you can’t eat. In the German ones
everything looks neat and clean.”
By the time Felix reached the Central
African Republic the Beta was proving
reliable but the road conditions were getting
very tough. The soft dry sand of the Sahara
had given way to more sand but this time
with trees on either side of the road, making
sliding off course rather treacherous. And
the Lancia’s clutch was soon up to its old

tricks. Only this time there was no one to
push if he got stuck. “I just had to go foot
ﬂat and turn up the music and hope for the
best.” When he did get stuck, Felix had to sit
tight and wait for someone to come along
to help.
When Felix made it to Bumba in the
Congo, he decided he could do with a
working clutch but he wasn’t keen on
stripping the gearbox out to sort it. “It’s a
six-hour job and if you lose or break one bolt
you are stuffed.” Instead he came up with a
MacGyver solution. “On the Congo River I
found a guy with a four-wheel drive and he
reversed me into the river on a rope and I ran
the engine to wash out the sand.” The stunt
worked and Felix motored on, although the
release bearing lost its grease
in the process and star ted
screaming a few weeks later.
Felix was just over a month
i n to h i s j o u r n e y a n d h a d
covered about half the distance
he would do. And, for the first
time, opted to ‘cheat’ by taking
a barge up to Kisangani, as

the route by road was deemed unsafe. A
deal was done and the Italian coupé-cumconvertible was rolled onto the barge using
gum poles. Before loading, the Lancia had
been the subject of much admiration, with
plenty of offers to purchase it. “Back in
Europe nobody wanted the car but in Africa
everyone wanted to buy it. One guy wanted
to go hunting in it and offered to swap it for
his Range Rover!”
However the locals on the barge weren’t so
keen on it. “There were people on the barge
trading up and down the river and it was
clear the captain took cars and just pocketed
the money and everyone else had to make
space. One woman was very unimpressed
and just put all her stuff on top of the Lancia!

On the Congo River I found a
guy with a four-wheel drive and
he reversed me into the river on a
rope and I ran the engine to wash
out the sand
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Next to it was a cage of live pigs.”
The barge, which originated in Kinshasa,
plodded along at 5km/h for a week to
Kisangani. “It was very hot and humid with
no air movement and the locals would
slaughter and cook animals to eat and trade
all the way along. It was a whole economy
on that barge.”
At Kisangani, Felix made up for his short
cut by defying local travellers’ advice to
avoid the direct route to Bukavu instead
of the long way round, east via Kampala.
“There was a great smooth road through
the jungle but it had a bit missing in the
middle but I ﬁgured I would make it across
somehow.” He found a Congolese student
hitchhiker who was happy to pay for the fuel
in return for a ride and the two set off. “The
conditions were perfect, like an autobahn
through the jungle, but after 1000km the
road stopped and there was barely a
footpath in its place.”
Undeterred, the duo carried on, with
the student eventually hiring a local porter
to walk ahead and signal which way to
steer and when to slow down or speed up.
Puddles in the road had to be tested for
depth (and in some cases filled) to avoid
wrecking the car but Felix still managed to
take out the fuel tank. “The tank got cut and
we were losing petrol with nothing to catch

it in but the student just shouted for soap,
which he used to repair the leak.” Repairs
were a little more involved when the sump
took a knock and lost all its oil. “I bartered
precious fuel for Pratley’s Putty but it would
only work from the inside, so I had to spend
a whole day to take the sump off.” That was
before Felix had to trade more fuel for the
used oil from a motorbike to reﬁll his sump.
And all this while he was suffering from fullblown malaria!
By the time he reached Burundi the
intrepid German traveller was ready for
another break and opted to board the MV
Liemba – the famous former German steampowered warship-turned-ferry that’s been
plying the length of Lake Tanganyika for
more than a century as part of a vital lifeline in
East Africa. A week on, the MV Liemba was
in Zambia and Felix was ready to set course
for the bright lights of Lusaka – but not in
the way he expected, as the Beta refused
to start on the quayside. “A camshaft was
seized and the cambelt tensioner had gone.”
It had last been replaced ten years before,
back in Manchester.
Not wanting to strip the cylinder head in
the jungle, Felix convinced two Swiss guys in
a Range Rover to tow him 800km to Lusaka!
There he was able to call on a machine shop
to ﬁx the camshaft but he also decided to
sort what he thought was a
faulty oil pressure light. “The light
had been on since the Congo
but I thought it was just Italian
electrics.” Turned out the dented
sump had been pressed against
the oil pickup, star ving the

Not wanting to strip the cylinder
head in the jungle, Felix convinced
two Swiss guys in a Range Rover
to tow him 800km to Lusaka!
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twin-cam’s lubrication system. “I had done
1000km with no oil pressure!”
After Zambia, a lack of funds and time
meant Felix had to speed up if he wanted to
make Cape Town. He crossed Zimbabwe,
with a stop at Lake Kariba, in just six days
before arriving in Johannesburg where
he visited TAK Motors, the official Lancia
importers. “Little did I know when I saw
their workshop and parts store that I would
one day take over their stock!” TAK’s team
offered to replace the Beta’s extremely
ropey sump free of charge but, despite
being the ofﬁcial agents, they botched the
job and a few hours later Felix was under the
car on the streets of JHB redoing it himself
when the drive shafts came loose.
From there he headed down the N1 to
Cape Town, arriving at Cape Point on the
ﬁfth of March 1992 after 15 515 km and 74
days. And that’s when the Beta’s clutch
ﬁnally caved in for good. Undeterred, Felix
convinced a gentleman he got chatting to
in the car park to tow him to Viglietti Motors
in Cape Town. “It was late by the time I got
there and I had nowhere to go, so I slept
in the car outside the workshop.” The next
morning Felix met Gabriele Viglietti who
gave him a used clutch and Felix did the
job himself. And so began a 25-year-long
friendship which set him up as the leading
Lancia specialist he is today when he later
returned from Germany to settle on our
sunny shores for good, complete with the
keys to his Beta which is still in daily use,
228 900km and 40 years later.
Thanks to: Felix Furtak SA (021 447 7616;
www.transafrica.lancia.cc)

